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Issue   Title / Responsive Programming  Date / Time / Duration 
 
1    
Health   The Valley Today         
   As our food supply becomes more plentiful and available, citizens 01/4/2014 8:00am 28:38 
   are experiencing a rise in obesity. As a result, medical complications 01/18/2014 8:00am  28:38 
   associated with weight gain are also affecting our everyday lives. 
   For example, Diabetes has risen to new heights in our younger  

population due to sugared drinks. Nutrition advocate, Dan Fee, 
interviewed on the growing epidemic, discusses this problem and  
addresses this issue and offers solutions. 
 
The Valley Today 

   In years past, retirement homes were a place for the old to go and 03/1/2014 8:00am 28:34 
   live out their final days. Often these were a just a bed and a meal 03/15/2014 8:00am 28:34 
   or two a day. As our culture has progressed, we now see current  
   retirement homes as small communities with all the luxuries of      
   prestigious resorts. Celeese Kai, community relations manager of      
   the Terraces at San Joaquin Gardens, gives us insight into the 
   modern retirement home. 
 
2 
Recycling & Art  The Valley Today   

Chris Sorenson, the owner of WECO Supply Company in Fresno 01/11/2014 8:00am 28:38 
   began his sculpting career 25 years ago when his son needed a 01/25/2014 8:00am 28:38 
   welding set for an art project. As a result, Sorenson himself became 
   bitten by the art bug. In this episode Chris shows us how he creates  
   metal art from recycled materials. Additionally, Chris has donated  
   equipment, working space, materials and knowledge to the local  
   art community. 
     
3 
Animal Preservation The Valley Today  

The downturn in the economy has affected many animals in the  02/1/2014 8:00am 28:38 
San Joaquin Valley. This includes horses once stabled by families 02/15/2014 8:00am 28:38  
who could no longer afford to care for them. Many horses were 
emaciated and needed to be euthanized by the local SPCA. Others 
were nursed back to health through the efforts of the Foothill Horse 
Rescue, a non-profit organization that stabled and placed these 
animals with new homes. Denise Price, founder of this organization, 
explains how she and her staff have helped these horses recover. 

 
4 
Craftsman Education The Valley Today 
& Philanthropy  Roy Bell, founder of Bell Memorials, shares his techniques in 02/8/2014 8:00am 28:43 
   creating headstones and monuments seen throughout  02/22/2014 8:00am 28:43 
   the San Joaquin valley. Roy has also contributed time, 
   money and materials for memorials created to honor 
   local police, fire and veterans who have served our community.    
    
5    
Environment  The Valley Today         
   California has seen severe drought in recent years due to lack of 03/8/14  8:00am 28:45 

rainfall. Many wells have run dry as a result, forcing homeowners 
and companies alike to drill deeper wells to provide an adequate 
water source. Curt Zimmerer of Zim Industries, a well drilling  
company, explains how the aquifer is a finite source for water.  
If the drought in this region continues, many industries (including  
farming) will be forced to move or close. 
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6 
Water Conservation The Valley Today 
   The Clovis Botanical Garden is a water wise demonstration garden. 03/22/2014 8:00am 28:37 
   Perry Coy, Member of the Clovis Botanical Garden, talks of the 03/29/2014 8:00am 28:37 
   continuing drought, and ways to cut water use in your garden.  

Irrigation experts and botanists address native species and ways to 
incorporate these plants into your garden landscape.     

 
     


